Likelihood of total resolution in selective comprehensive two-dimensional liquid chromatography with parallel processing: Simulation and theory.
The probability Pr(sLC×LC) that all peaks are separated by a resolution of 1.5 or more in selective comprehensive two-dimensional liquid chromatography (sLC × LC) is computed for simple model systems of 5 to 60 peaks and first-dimension (1D) gradient times of 100 to 2000 s. The computations include mimics of a commercial instrument, whose fixed second-dimension (2D) gradient time and use of one cycle time for initialization reduces Pr(sLC×LC) relative to an earlier report. For serial sLC × LC, in which a single device collects and transfers 1D multiplets to the second dimension, Pr(sLC×LC) under practical conditions is predicted to be only slightly larger than the probability of total resolution in LC × LC for separations of the same duration in each case. To increase Pr(sLC×LC), two model systems are proposed based on parallel processing, in which one device collects multiplets from the first separation while a second device simultaneously transfers fractions from previously collected multiplets to the second dimension for further separation. A sum of probabilities guideline is proposed by which optimal fixed 2D gradient times, ranging from 9.5 to 12 s, are found for both serial and parallel models. The increases of Pr(sLC×LC) based on parallel processing are modest; the largest is only 0.062 for one system and 0.106 for the other, relative to the serial model. A theory is derived that rationalizes the modesty of the increase, which was unexpected. It shows that Pr(sLC×LC) equals the probability of total resolution in the first dimension, plus the product of the probability that all 1D multiplets are transferred to the second dimension and the probability that all multiplets are separated in the second dimension. The theory shows that, although parallel processing is better than serial processing for multiplet transfer, the ability to leverage this gain is offset by the limited probability that all multiplets are then actually separated in the second dimension, which is only about 0.55 for conditions where the change from serial to parallel processing is most beneficial. With these findings in hand, two scenarios are examined for future consideration: one in which the 2D peak capacity is doubled, and another in which multiplets are always transferred to the second dimension. The latter shows considerable promise for increasing Pr(sLC×LC) substantially beyond its counterpart in LC × LC. For example, a 50% probability of separating all peaks in a 15-component mixture can be reached in 1150 s using LC × LC. The same probability can be reached in the same time for a sample with nearly twice as many components (27) in the case of sLC × LC, assuming transfer of all multiplets to the second dimension. These findings will be useful to those considering systematic approaches to developing 2D-LC methods for moderately complex mixtures, and to those interested in instrument development for 2D-LC.